
CSR IN INIDAN BANKING SECTOR

Corporate Social Responsibility is to contribute towards the society while working with in ethics. In developing country
like India, banking sector plays a very.

Through its huge network of branches and profit the banking industry is one of the major corporates in India.
Overall banking sector has spent 0. What activities should banks undertake to engage with communities? To
have demonstrated effects implementation of CSR is crucial. The banks can have wider socio-economic
impact in the society through their financial products and services. Currently these are issued in the private
domain with little backing. Banks suffer from episodes of failures and economy wide impact. Community
engagement: Banks often engage with communities to fulfill their social obligations as an offshoot of the lack
of direct impact. Banks need to therefore continually worry about the risks they face. Unlike the
manufacturing sector it does not naturally cause emissions, however the world of finance impacts almost
everything in the modern world. The four broad verticals are: Retail: This caters to individuals with limited to
reasonable means. However, risk and its nature is evolving because the industry too is changing rapidly. All
public sector banks have claimed immunity from prescribed CSR requirements as per the Companies Act 
Internally, banks can target areas like paperless banking, reducing carbon emission from power equipment or
cash management transportation, operating out of LEED certified green buildings, etc. To conclude, overall
the report provide a comprehensive coverage of CSR in Banking Sector in India for the fiscal  This risk is
significant but localized to those who are using them. Tagged With:. These would enable smooth transfer of
money and increase financial inclusion in the country. Author N. A universal bank covers all, others cover one
or more. The report is based on annual report, CSR policy documents of the banks and some secondary
web-based research. It does so both for its clients as well as on its own proprietary trading. Blog The blog
aims to both create awareness about CSR and Sustainability as well as reflect on policy and strategic issues.
He brings together academic rigour and strategic insights for a better world tomorrow. With the advancement
in information technology and increasing penetration of mobile in rural and remote areas, Indian banks have
reached to the unreached in last few years. Indian banks have been giving back to the society through various
welfare initiatives, donations and in-kind support to charities for decades. The Boston Consulting Group Inc.
Social responsibility is not a new word for these banks. References Annual Reports of the selected banks for
the year â€”, â€”, â€” Google Scholar Bedi HS Financial performance and social responsibility: Indian
scenario. As and when these currencies start getting sovereign backing or countries start issuing their own
cyber currency the economic system is likely to be transformed. Initiatives like customer education, loan
waivers and opening bank accounts in remote areas are touted as community services. Issues: How do we
distinguish business related actions? Activities are similar to retail and commercial -scale differs. May 14, ,
am IST N. This is a preview of subscription content, log in to check access. This is a fine line â€” most of
them end up as a means of either increasing business or are mandated by government. Capital adequacy and
adequate focus on lending risk will ensure societal well-being. Customer data protection and privacy: This is a
critical ingredient of banking. Its products include working capital loans, project loans, bank guarantees etc.
The performance of banks directly reflects the mood and performance of an economy. Prioritizing action,
national seminar on CSR, 10th Nov. The document mentions thatthe financial data has been derived based on
financial reporting by the organizations and theprescribed requirements as per the Companies Act 
Institutional: This caters to large institutions as well as high net worth individuals private banking. Industries
that are polluting or cause environmental degradation are prime cases where banks should exercise caution.
The story of collapses keeps repeating itself.


